Our system is based on netting supported by cords which are strung between brackets
and we price our system by splitting it into two components, brackets and the netting
and fixings. The price is arrived at by multiplying the unit cost per bracket and per
meter. To work out what you will need you will need to know two things the linear
measurement of your garden in meters and the quantity and type of brackets that are
required
The Netting and fixings
This part is relatively easy it is just a matter of measuring length of the side(s) of the
garden and adding them together to give the amount of netting and fixings required. It
is important to allow a bit extra for wastage etc.
The brackets
The quantity of brackets that will be required will be dependant on several factors i.e.
the type of wall or fence and any obstacles to be dealt with.
The brackets require a firm anchoring point which in most cases will be a fence post.
We recommend that the brackets are mounted on every other fence post in the case of
normal six foot panel fencing and four meters apart on walls.
Start at one end of the fencing which will usually be by the house, if there is a wall
there you can save on the first bracket by using eyelets secured to the wall, see below:

From that point you will require a bracket every two fence panels or four meters until
you reach the end or a corner* which will require a corner bracket. Cary on with a
bracket every other fence post again to the end or another corner and so on until you
have reached the end. If there is another wall as in the above photo eyelets can be
used again to save a bracket.

If you have a shed or outbuilding you can secure this by the use of corner brackets.
This is usually done by fixing a corner bracket on the fence adjacent to the shed, one
on the opposite corner of the shed and then back to the fence as in photo below. Any
gaps between the shed and fence will require blocking off.

*We manufacture corner brackets in two orientations depending on which side of the
fence they attach either left to right or right to left. Further information on how to
work out which type(s) you require can be found on the pricing page of our web site.

